
I am a lawyer working for survivors of clergy abuse and a committed MACSAS member.
I have represented literally hundreds of survivors of clergy sexual abuse in the last decade.

I would like to represent more. The problem is that there are hundreds more people out there who
just canʼt face coming forward. Some are coming forward and when they do they are angry with the
church because you donʼt make it easy for them.

Why canʼt they face coming forward ?

The list of reasons is endless:-

I have seen the church defend itself. I have seen the church patronise those who try to complain.
I have seen the church alienate those who dare to complain. All the symbols you guys surround
yourself with may be a comfort for you but for those who have been abused by people wearing
these symbols and clothing they are repulsive. Most of my clients canʼt bear to set foot in a church,
a church hall or the office of a diocesan safeguarding officer.

Here are the questions you should be asking yourselves :

HOW CAN WE DEAL THIS CHILD ABUSE SCANDAL IN A POSITIVE WAY ?

HOW CAN WE MAKE IT EASY FOR SURVIVORS TO COME FORWARD ?

HOW CAN WE GET OVER THE BACKLOG OF ANGRY VICTIMS STILL OUT THERE - AND GET
BACK TO BUSINESS AS USUAL ?

Most often my clients tell me they fear not being believed. Disclosing to someone outside a very
close circle of friends or family is a step into the unknown and for many it is a step they are not willing
to make simply because your systems are not welcoming. Your systems are not survivor focussed.
They are not independent. There is no guarantee that anything good will come of it.

I am sorry to say that with Theresa Mayʼs announcement of an inquiry which will include your church,
you may have missed your opportunity to be a leading light in the search for a model of best practice.
Your organisation could have been the first church to have implemented a totally independent
reporting system, an independent investigation system, a system of therapy provision operated
independently, a no fault redress scheme of compensation, a mandatory procedure to report all
complaints of misconduct to the police. Even a system of meaningful apologies would have helped.

There is still time for you to implement all this. Theresa Mayʼs inquiry will last 2-3 years and in that
time we can assist you to put all this in place.

I have to say though I doubt if there is really the will in this room to pursue this. Last year Justin
Welby committed you to doing what it takes to respond well and frankly his words came to nothing.
It looked for a short time as if you were going to take action but we heard from Paul Butler that your
organisation was more interested in a deal with the Government on bankers than an inquiry into
child abuse. We and many in your organisation feel disappointed and used. You could take the
sting out of the inquiry process if you make an effort to assist survivors starting today. The decision is
yours.

MACSAS is still here, still a thorn in your side for as long as it takes you to realise that survivors
need to be heard, understood and treated properly.


